Is your puppet a recording artist? Or is it something from your imagination? What clothing does your puppet wear? Does he/she play an instrument?

DRAW a line from each artist to their artifact on display in the Museum.

STRING CITY SEARCH!
Now that you’ve enjoyed String City: Nashville’s Tradition of Music and Puppetry, use these activities to EXPLORE String City in the Museum galleries. What can you find? Keep your completed activity sheet to remember your experience.

ARTIFACT MATCH
DRAW a line from each artist to their artifact on display in the Museum.
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT PROVIDED BY
Tennessee Arts Commission; Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission; Nashville Parent; and Nashville Public Library.
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The Museum displays a few guitars belonging to artists featured in *String City*. WRITE the name of the artist in the space. CIRCLE features that are different on each instrument.

String City features many artists who are members of the Country Music Hall of Fame. LOOK for their plaques in the Hall of Fame Rotunda.

1. CHECK the ones you find.
2. FIND the year they were inducted.
3. CIRCLE the artists you would like to know more about.

NOTE some other guitar brands you see in the Museum. How are they DIFFERENT from each other? How are they the SAME?